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CAUTIONS AND NOTES
This instruction manual is intended to aid the installer in the overall process
of correct installation at the desired location. Periodically, the manual will illustrate “warnings, cautions and notes” which are items the installer should carefully read to prevent damage to the gate, gate system or personal injury to
yourself or others.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
Anyone who installs, assists with installation or otherwise facilitates the installation in any manner should thoroughly read and understand this manual in its
entirety before any attempt is made to actually begin the installation process.

ETL DEFINITIONS COMPLIANT TO UL325
Vehicular Slide-Gate Operator (or system) - A vehicular gate operator (or system)that controls a gate which slides in a horizontal direction that is intended
for use for vehicular entrance or exit to a drive, parking lot, or the like.
q &@SD  LNUHMFA@QQHDQRTBG@R@RKHCHMF RVHMFHMF Q@HRHMF KNVDQHMF QNKKing, or like barrier that is a stand-alone passage barrier or is that portion of
a wall or fence system that controls entrance and/or egress by persons or
UDGHBKDR@MCBNLOKDSDRSGDODQHLDSDQNE@CDjMDC@QD@
q 1DRHCDMSH@K5DGHBTK@Q&@SD.ODQ@SNQ "K@RR(  UDGHBTK@QF@SDNODQ@SNQNQ
system) intended for use in a home of one to four single family dwellings, or
a garage or parking area associated therewith.
q "NLLDQBH@K&DMDQ@K BBDRR5DGHBTK@Q&@SD.ODQ@SNQ "K@RR((  UDGHBTlar gate operator (or system) intended for use in a commercial location or
ATHKCHMFRTBG@R@LTKSH E@LHKXGNTRHMFTMHSjUDNQLNQDRHMFKDE@LHKXTMHSR 
hotel, garages, retail store, or other buildings servicing the general public.
q "NLLDQBH@K&DMDQ@K BBDRR5DGHBTK@Q&@SD.ODQ@SNQ "K@RR(((  UDGHBular gate operator (or system) intended for use in an industrial location,
loading dock area, or other location not intended to service the general
public.
q "NLLDQBH@K&DMDQ@K BBDRR5DGHBTK@Q&@SD.ODQ@SNQ "K@RR(5  UDGHBular gate operator (or system) intended for use in a guarded industrial location or buildings such as airport security area or other restricted access
locations not servicing the general public, in which unauthorized access is
prevented via supervision by security personnel.

1 - OVERVIEW
qAvailable in 1 and ½ HP models
qMax gate weight 1,500lbs (1hp model) and 1,000lbs (1/2hp model)
qMax gate length – 35’

and adjustable open and close limit switches are located in a weather-tight
enclosure that is accessible at the top of the unit. The main control board
is mounted on a tilt-up frame that is accessed by removing the front cover
(non-sprocket side). An access hole is located at the bottom of the unit for
connection with an electrical conduit.

1.2 - Main control board
The main control board is housed in a protective plastic enclosure that
includes a 2-line LCD and with 5 dedicated buttons and 3 buttons for navigation of the setup, programming, and information menus. Connectors for
power, inputs, and output peripherals are arranged around the edges of the
board and clearly labeled. A plug-in connector is provided for direct installation of a Nice-brand receiver which can be controlled by up to 1000 transmitters. The O-view programmer with Bluetooth and GSM provides capability to
control and manage the unit via PDA. Connectors for other Nice-brand plug
in accessories include Bluetooth with GSM control for gate management via
PC, PDA, or cell phone. These accessory options enable the Apollo 8300SL
and 8500SL gate operator to expand its capabilities in the future as necessary without requiring any hardware changes.
Dry contact inputs are provided for loop, probe, and photoelectric detectors,
@RVDKK@RDCFDRDMRNQR FT@QCRS@SHNM @MCjQDCDO@QSLDMSBNMSQNKNEF@SD
opening and closing. Voltage outputs (+12VDC and +24VDC) are also provided to power safety and entrapment-prevention devices, and a magnetic
lock if required. Onboard charge control circuitry delivers reliable power to
a backup battery (if installed) and the unit is equipped with input for a solar
panel for self-powered installations.
The main control board 1050 can drive 12VDC or 24VDC motors and accepts
DC input voltage ranging from 10VDC to 35VDC. A 2-line LCD with dedicated
buttons allows the installer to quickly program the 1050 when changes to its
factory-default settings need to be made. A real time clock/calendar enables
programming for scheduled weekly or daily events like opening, closing, or
locking the gate. Gate opening and closing speed, acceleration, soft-start
settings, and reversing force may be set to factory default settings, or individually programmed per customized gate installation requirements. Built-in
current sensing enables inherent gate force monitoring and limiting for safety
and an onboard alarm indicates when two sequential obstructions have been
sensed in either direction. The “Learn” function helps the gate installer conjFTQDSGD ONKKN2+@MC2+F@SDNODQ@SNQRDLH @TSNL@SHB@KKXENQ
optimum settings of gate opening and closing speeds, with simple programmable adjustments to force and speed settings that may be made with front
panel programming.

0DLQFRQWUROERDUGVSHFLƄFV
q (MOTSRENQRNK@QO@MDK@MCA@SSDQHDR
q +NVONVDQBNMRTLOSHNMHMRS@MC AXLNCD 

qKey-lock access to the mechanical release and limit switch adjustments

q !THKS HMQDFTK@SNQSNJDDOSGDA@SSDQXBG@QFDCDHSGDQSGQTRNK@QNQL@HM
power).

q Built-in open and close limit switches and the controller’s “learn” function
helps ensure a quick installation.

q 2NBJDSENQOKTF HM-HBDQDBDHUDQR2,RDQHDR

qNumerous inputs and outputs for accessories are available.
The new Apollo 8300SL and 8500SL gate operators line of commercial gate
operator builds on the legacy of rugged, reliable ranch and residential gate
controllers offered by Apollo over the last 20 years. With an endurance of
over 500,000 cycles, and a working temperature range from -4°F to 150°F,
these ½ and 1 horsepower systems can safely move gates up to 1,500lbs.
and 35’ in length. An industrial design ensures that the Apollo 8300SL and
8500SL gate operators complement any gate installation and architecture
while providing the safety features that meet or exceed UL325 and UL991
RODBHjB@SHNMR 
This manual provides documentation that covers the layout, construction,
mechanical and electrical installation, and programming of the Apollo 8300SL
and 8500SL gate operator for a typical installation. Please consult your Apollo
distributor for more information regarding installations or questions not speBHjB@KKXBNUDQDCHMSGHRL@MT@K

1.1 - Gate controller
The gate controller is a 120VAC powered system consisting of the main
housing, the chassis, a brushed DC motor and drive sprocket, a transformer,
an on-off switch, and the main control board. A key-locked manual release
2

q !N@QCBNLO@SHAKDVHSG-HBD.ODQ@2XRSDLOQNFQ@L@MCCH@FMNRSHB@KRN
away from the site of installation).
q $@RXOQNFQ@LLHMFVHSG+"#CHROK@X@MCCDCHB@SDCATSSNMR
q #HFHS@KOQNFQ@LLHMFENQ@TSN BKNRD ENQBD RODDC NODMHMFCDK@X
q .MAN@QCATSSNMRENQNODQ@SHMFSGDF@SD.ODM "KNRD 2SNO
q !THKS HMUNKSLDSDQSNBGDBJHMOTSUNKS@FD A@SSDQXUNKS@FD RNK@QO@MDKUNKSage, motors’ current.
q 3DLODQ@STQDRDMRNQSNNOSHLHYDBG@QFHMFA@SSDQX@MCRXRSDLODQENQL@MBD
q /QNFQ@LL@AKDRDQUHBD@K@QL
q /QNFQ@LL@AKDSHLDQREQNLRDBSNGNTQR
q (MOTSRENQFT@QCRS@SHNM @CCHSHNM@KSGHQCO@QSXQDBDHUDQR KNNOCDSDBSNQR 
FIRE and UL/Edge signals
q OQNFQ@LL@AKDHMOTSRNODM BKNRD RSDO LHC ONRHSHNM GNKCSNNODM GNKC
to close, activating timer).
q 2TQFDRTOOQDRRHNMNMDUDQXODQHOGDQ@KHMOTSCHFHS@K@MC@M@KNF
q /NQSRENQRDKE ONVDQDC-HBDOKTF HMODQHOGDQ@KR !KTD!TR
q ,@RSDQ2K@UDATRONQSENQVHQDCBNMSQNKNE@RDBNMCF@SDNODQator.

2 - GATE INFORMATION
2.1 - ASTM F2200
Gates shall be constructed in accordance with the provisions given for the
appropriate gate type listed, refer to ASTM F2200 for additional gate types.
Protrusions shall not be permitted on any gate, refer to ASTM F2200 for
exceptions, if any.
Any non-automated gate that is to be automated in any manner should be
upgraded to conform to the provisions contained within the provisions of this
document and ASTM F2200 as applicable.

2.2 - Gate material
Gate building materials should be substantial and robust enough to sustain
constant usage, This gate opener is manufactured for commercial operations
primarily, and therefore the forces placed upon the gate may be in excess of
those which may be applied to a residential gate operation. In many instances, tensions, forces and leverages applied in a commercial atmosphere may
ADHMDWBDRRNESGNRDL@SDQH@KRODBHjB@SHNMRLD@MSHMQDRHCDMSH@KNODQ@SHNMR 
As a result of this instance, it is recommended that this gate opener never be
used in conjunction with any gate system not directly intended for constant
industrial or commercial operation.

2.3 - Gate latches
In association with this commercial slide gate operator, at no time should
manual gate latches or locks be used. The forces applied to a commercial
slide gate operator could be in excess of those forces which are safe for
bystanders. Should unnecessary forces be applied to a gate system which
is in the locked position, the catastrophic failure of the gate or locking mechanism could result in substantial damage, extensive physical injury and or
death.

6SHFLƄFDSSOLFDWLRQV
This slide gate operator is intended for those locations where commercial
UDGHBKDSQ@EjBHRHMSDMCDCSNADBNMSQNKKDCSGQNTFGSGDTRDNE@MDMSQXV@X
obstruction (gate). The gate system should be made of closed material types
which prevent any body part from entering, becoming entangled or otherwise
entering the gate in any manner. If the gate is not fully closed off from access,
the opening or closing of the gate system may result in severe damage, injury
or death.

the entire system ceases to function. If any part of the gate safety system
is removed or tripped, an immediate safety action by the gate operator is
expected (retraction or stoppage). If the gate safety system is not functional, or fails to operate within these guidelines, the gate should be immediately removed from service until repairs can be made.
q MXF@SDRXRSDLSG@SHRNODMNQG@RRK@SR A@QRNQNSGDQL@SDQH@KVGHBG
allows an individual to stick their hands, head, feet or any other empennages through the material, must be converted or covered in such a manner so as to prevent such future actions. Application of materials, and how
to modify the gate system is up to the end user or installer, however care
should be taken to prevent such human interaction into the moving gate
system. No entry into the gate is ever authorized and should be preventDCAXVG@SDUDQLD@RTQDR@QDQDPTHQDCENQSG@SRODBHjBHMRS@KK@SHNM "@QD
should always be used during installation!
q +NNOR@MCKNNOCDSDBSNQR OGNSN BDKKRNQNSGDQDPTHU@KDMSCDUHBDRLTRSAD
installed with this gate operator to prevent the gate from closing on vehicuK@QSQ@EjB
q 3GDRODDCKHLHSENQUDGHBTK@QSQ@EjBSGQNTFGSGDF@SD@QD@HR,/' (MRS@KK
RODDCATLOR@MCRHFMRSNJDDOUDGHBTK@QSQ@EjBEQNLRODDCHMFSGQNTFGSGD
gate area. Failure to adhere to posted speed limits can result in damage to
the gate, gate operator, and to the vehicle.
q !DRTQDSG@S@KKQDRHCDMSR@QDE@LHKH@QVHSGSGDOQNODQTRDNESGDF@SD@MC
gate operator. Be sure that all residents are familiar with the possible hazards associated with the gate system.
q !DRTQDSG@S@KKV@QMHMFRHFMR@QDODQL@MDMSKXHMRS@KKDCNMANSGRHCDRNESGD
F@SDHM@M@QD@VGDQDSGDX@QDETKKXUHRHAKDSNSQ@EjB
q (SHRXNTQQDRONMRHAHKHSXSNODQHNCHB@KKXBGDBJ@KKQDUDQRHMFCDUHBDR (E@MXNE
these devices are observed to function improperly, remove the operator
from service immediately and contact your installing or servicing dealer.
q %NKKNVSGDQDBNLLDMCDCL@HMSDM@MBDRBGDCTKDNENMDHMRODBSHNMODQ
every 180 days of use.
q #NMNS@KKNVBGHKCQDMSNOK@XHMSGD@QD@NESGDNODQ@SNQNQSNOK@XVHSG@MX
gate-operating device.
q !DRTQDSG@S@KK@BSHU@SHMFCDUHBDR@QDHMRS@KKDC@LHMHLTLCHRS@MBDNE
feet away from the gate and gate operator, or in such a way that a person
cannot touch the gate or gate operator while using the activating device. If
activating devices are installed in violation of these restrictions, immediately
remove the gate operator from service and contact your installing dealer.
q 3NQDLNUDSGDF@SDNODQ@SNQEQNLRDQUHBD NODQ@SDSGDF@SDSNSGDETKKNODM
position, shut off power to the operator at the service panel, and disconnect batteries.

2.5 - Slide gates
Slide gates are designed to slide or move horizontally across an entry control
point to prevent or allow controlled access by authorized persons or equipment. Slide gate systems are not necessarily completely autonomous systems, and require regular maintenance and inspection on a periodic schedule. Although with certain safety devices in place the gate system could operate as a completely independent system free from human interaction for a
CDjMDCODQHNCNESHLD GTL@MHMRODBSHNM@MCSDRSHMFHRQDPTHQDCSNDMRTQD
longevity and safe operation over long periods of time.
Install the gate operator only when all openings of a horizontal slide gate are
guarded or screened from the bottom of the gate to a minimum of 4 feet (1.22
m) above the ground to prevent a 2-1/4 inch (57.2 mm) diameter sphere from
passing through the openings anywhere in the gate, and in that portion of the
adjacent fence that the gate covers in the open position.

AUTOMATIC GATES ARE
NOT FOR PEDESTRIANS!
Automatic gate openers are designed
ENQUDGHBTK@QSQ@EjB 3GDX@QDONVDQETK@MC
can cause serious bodily injury or death.
BBNQCHMFKX CHQDBS@KKODCDRSQH@MSQ@EjB
to a separate walk-through gate.

2.6 - General requirements
q 2@EDSX@MCRDBTQHSX@QDNAUHNTRKX@MTLADQNMDOQHNQHSXENQANSGSGDL@MTfacturer and the end user. As a result this manual has been written to make
all persons fully aware of the responsibilities required to ensure constant
safety, security and longevity are acquired throughout the life of the system.
q 3GDL@MTE@BSTQDQNESGHRRKHCDF@SDRXRSDLG@RODQENQLDCBNTMSKDRRGNTQR
of testing, analysis and statistical control analysis to ensure that this operator performs its intended function for extended periods of time. The installer
should ensure and verify that all required safety devices are installed correctly and in a manner consistent with the requirements of this manual.
Additionally, all devices, security devices, safety devices, sensors and other
@EjKH@SDC@SS@BGLDMSR@QDHMRS@KKDCHM@QNATRSL@MMDQSG@SVHKKOQDUDMSSGDHQ
accidental damage, removal or incidental tampering.
q A@RHBQDPTHQDLDMSENQSGHRRXRSDLSNNODQ@SDBNQQDBSKXHRSG@S@S@MXSHLD@
sensor is tripped, covered, disconnected or otherwise tampered with, that
3

3 - SAFETY AND CAUTIONS
WARNING
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING - TO REDUCE THE RISK OF INJURY OR DEATH:
q 1$ # -#%.++.6 ++(-2314"3(.-2
q -DUDQKDSBGHKCQDMNODQ@SDNQOK@XVHSGF@SDBNMSQNKR *DDOSGDQDLNSDBNMtrol away from children.
q KV@XR JDDO ODNOKD @MC NAIDBSR @V@X EQNL F@SD  -. .-$ 2'.4+#
CROSS THE PATH OF THE MOVING GATE.
q 3DRSSGDNODQ@SNQODQHNCHB@KKX 3GDF@SD,423QDUDQRDNMBNMS@BSVHSG@
rigid object or stop or reverse when an object activates the non-contact
sensors. After adjusting the force or the limit of travel, retest the gate operator. Failure to adjust and retest the gate operator properly can increase the
risk of injury or death.
q 4RDSGDDLDQFDMBXQDKD@RDNMKXVGDMSGDF@SDHRMNSLNUHMF
q *$$/& 3$2/1./$1+8, (-3 (-$# 1D@CSGDNVMDQRL@MT@K '@UD@
PT@KHjDCRDQUHBDODQRNML@JDQDO@HQRSNF@SDG@QCV@QD
q 3GDDMSQ@MBDHRENQUDGHBKDRNMKX /DCDRSQH@MRLTRSTRDRDO@Q@SDDMSQ@MBD
q 2 5$3'$2$(-2314"3(.-2Ŭ

3.1 - Properly installed safety devices
Safety devices are used to sense, register and prevent damage to vehicular
SQ@EjBVGHBGL@XAKNBJSGDO@SGNESGDF@SDRXRSDL (EOQNODQKXHMRS@KKDC@MC
inspected for functionality within the prescribed maintenance procedures, the
R@EDSXCDUHBDRRGNTKCOQDUDMSSGDF@SDRXRSDLEQNLHMkHBSHMFG@QLNQC@L@FD
as a result of its opening and closing action.

3.2 - Safety signs, notices to personnel warning signs
Safety devices must alert all who may enter the gate system area, as to the
danger posed by moving equipment. Safety features must be installed and
working correctly, such as the infrared beam. This safety device prevents serious injury or death as a result of the gate closing while an object or person
AKNBJRSGDF@SDNODQ@SHMFO@SGV@X  MNOSHNM@Kk@RGHMFK@LOSG@SHR@BSHU@SDC
anytime the gate is moving should be added in addition to the aforementioned safety features.

3.3 - The gate system safety devices
Great amounts of force are sometimes used to move these heavy systems.
3GD@TSNL@SHBF@SDRXRSDLL@XB@TRDRHFMHjB@MSC@L@FDNQHMITQXHESGDO@SG
of the gate is obstructed. All sensors, safety devices and warning notices
must be in place and operable in order for this system to operate properly. It
is the installer’s responsibility to install this system properly and to ensure its
correct and safe operation.

3.4 - Infrared beams and warning signs
Infrared beams are used to inform the control board that an obstruction is
present. Safety devices must be installed properly and inspected periodically to ensure continued reliability and safety. Safety devices, safety sensors,
warning signs and notices of moving equipment danger must be installed
and readily visible by all paths of approach to the gate system. Failure to post
warnings could result in loss of life, damage or physical injury.

3.5 - Establish the location
The installer of this system needs to establish the location of the opener in
accordance with instructions contained within this section. A typical layout
is provided in section 12.0 with a nominal basic drawing. It is the installer’s
responsibility to ensure that the opener is installed in such a fashion so as to
prevent binding, pinching or improper articulation of the chain drive system
throughout its actuation cycle.

activates the non-contact sensors. After adjusting the force or the limit of
travel, retest the gate operator. Failure to adjust and retest the gate operator properly can increase the risk of injury or death. Test force and correct
functionality for photo-eyes and other safety devices at least every 6 months.
Before using the emergency release, power the system off!
.-+842$SGD, -4 +1$+$ 2$VGDMSGDF@SDHRMNSLNUHMFNQVGDMSGD
unit fails or in case of power outage.
q Turn the power to the gate controller OFF AND REMOVE BATTERIES
before using the emergency release. The ON/OFF switch for the gate operator is located adjacent to the main controller board.

3.9 - Keep gates properly maintained
1D@CSGDNVMDQRL@MT@K '@UDNMKX@PT@KHjDCRDQUHBDODQRNML@JDQDO@HQR 
4MPT@KHjDCRDQUHBDSDBGMHBH@MR@QDMNSQDBNLLDMCDC 

4 - PRE-INSTALLATION NOTES
Before installing and operating the unit, installers should:
q "NMjQLSGDF@SDNODQ@SNQADHMFHMRS@KKDCHR@OOQNOQH@SDENQSGD@OOKHB@SHNM
q "NMjQLSGDF@SDHRCDRHFMDC@MCATHKS@BBNQCHMFSNBTQQDMS@OOKHB@AKDOTAlished industry standards.
q "NMjQL@KK@OOQNOQH@SDED@STQDR@MC@BBDRRNQXCDUHBDR@QDADHMFHMBNQONrated, including both primary and secondary entrapment protection devices.
q ,@JDRTQDSGDF@SDVNQJREQDDKXADENQDHMRS@KKHMFSGDNODQ@SNQ
q 1DO@HQNQRDQUHBDVNQMNQC@L@FDCF@SDG@QCV@QDADENQDHMRS@KKHMFSGD
operator.
q CITRSSGDKN@C RDMRHMFCDUHBDSNSGDLHMHLTLENQBDRDSSHMFSG@S@KKNVR
reliable gate operation.
q (MRS@KKNODQ@SNQHMRHCDEDMBDKHMD#.-.3HMRS@KKNODQ@SNQNMOTAKHBRHCDNE
fence line).
q (MRS@KK@OQNODQDKDBSQHB@KFQNTMCSN@F@SDNODQ@SNQ
q (MRS@KKJDXO@CBNMSQNKRVGDQDTRDQRB@MMNSSNTBG NQQD@BGSGQNTFGF@SD
while operating controls.
q (MRS@KKBNMSQNKRVGDQDTRDQG@RETKKUHDVNEF@SDNODQ@SHNM
q LHMHLTLNESVN6 1-(-&2(&-2RG@KKADHMRS@KKDC NMDNMD@BG
side of the gate where easily visible.
q 3DRS@KKED@STQDRENQOQNODQETMBSHNMRADENQDOK@BHMFSGD@TSNL@SHBUDGHBTK@Q
gate into service.
q #DLNMRSQ@SDSGDA@RHBETMBSHNMR@MCR@EDSXED@STQDRNESGDF@SDRXRSDLSN
owners/end users/general contractors, including how to turn off power and
how to operate the manual disconnect feature.
q +D@UDR@EDSXHMRSQTBSHNMR OQNCTBSKHSDQ@STQD HMRS@KK@SHNML@MT@K@MCL@HMtenance manual with end user.
q $WOK@HMSNSGDNVMDQRSGDHLONQS@MBDNE@RDQUHBDBNMSQ@BSSG@SHMBKTCDR
a routine testing of the entire system including the entrapment protection
devices, and explain the need for the owners to insure that this testing is
performed routinely.
q .EEDQSGDNVMDQDMCTRDQ@L@HMSDM@MBDBNMSQ@BS NQBNMS@BSSGDLQDFTlarly to offer maintenance.
q 3GHRRXRSDLHRCDRHFMDCRODBHjB@KKXENQBNLLDQBH@K@OOKHB@SHNMRATSL@X
be used on residential applications where needed.
q 2DDHMRSQTBSHNMRNMSGDOK@BDLDMSNEMNM BNMS@BSRDMRNQRENQD@BGSXODNE
application.

4.1 - Follow Instructions
Always follow all instructions included in this manual to ensure safety and the
longevity of the operator.

4.2 - Intended usage
3'(2 & 3$ 2823$, (2 (-3$-#$# %.1 42$ 6(3' 5$'("4+ 1 2+(#$
& 3$2.-+8 

3.6 - Read and follow all instructions

4.3 - Warnings, cautions and notes

3.7 - Keep children away

4.3.1

Never let children operate or play with gate controls. Keep the remote control
away from children.

4.3.2

3.8 - Test the gate system
The gate MUST reverse on contact with a rigid object or stop when an object
4

4.3.3

Gate system designers, installers and users must take into consideration the inherent hazards associated with each installation, since no
two installations will be exactly like another.
Improperly designed, constructed, installed or maintained systems
can and may introduce hazards which may or may not be readily
RDDMNQHCDMSHjDCAXTRDQR AXRS@MCDQR HMRS@KKDQRNQHMRODBSNQR
All pinch points must be guarded or eliminated.

4.3.4
4.3.5

4.3.6
4.3.7

  
4.3.9

4.3.10
4.3.11

4.3.12
4.3.13

4.3.14

4.3.15
4.3.16

4.3.17

4.3.18

4.3.19

4.3.20
  
4.3.22
4.3.23
4.3.24
4.3.25
4.3.26
4.3.27

4.3.28

4.3.29
4.3.30
4.3.31

Only install this gate system opener in appropriate manners in which
the operation is safe and secure.
A gate operator exerts a great amount of force in order to move the
gate system in normal operation, therefore appropriate safety sensors, measures, notices and appropriate safety features must be
incorporated in all installations.
The gate must be installed correctly and no binding or resistance
should be present throughout its movement in either direction.
The gate system must be installed in an area and in such a manner in
VGHBGSGDF@SDG@RRTEjBHDMSBKD@Q@MBDSNNODM BKNRD@MCLNUDVHSGout striking or contacting any structures and/or other obstructions.
3GDF@SDRXRSDLHRCDRHFMDCENQUDGHBTK@QSQ@EjBNMKX @MCRGNTKC
MDUDQ TMCDQ@MXRHST@SHNMADTRDCENQODCDRSQH@MSQ@EjB
Pedestrian prohibited signs, warning signs or other suitable measures must be used at minimum, to warn pedestrians to stay away
from, and to not use this system under any circumstances.
Pedestrians should be encouraged to use a pedestrian entry/exit only.
Pedestrians should never cross the path of a moving gate. The sensors are designed to prevent contact with a vehicle and are not necessarily capable of preventing contact with a pedestrian. Care should
be taken to prevent pedestrian usage under any circumstances.
One or more non-contact sensors must be used in any situation or
area where entrapment may have the possibility of occurring.
Gates shall be constructed in accordance with the provisions given
for the appropriate gate type listed, refer to ASTM F2200 for additional gate types.
Any existing manual gate latches shall be removed or disabled when
an automatic gate system is installed. Use only mag-locks controlled
by the system.
Protrusions shall not be permitted on any gate, refer to ASTM F2200
for exceptions, if any.
Gates shall not be designed, constructed and installed in such a
manner that gravity will cause or initiate movement in any direction
whether the operator is attached or not.
A pedestrian gate shall not, under any circumstances, be attached
to, or incorporated into, any vehicular gate system in manner. This
also applies to any fence or wall, or any portion thereof, that the gate
may cover in the open or closed position.
Any non-automated gate that is to be automated in any manner
should be upgraded to conform to the provisions contained within
the provisions of this document and ASTM F2200 as applicable.
To reduce the risk of severe injury or death please read and understand this entire manual and your local code requirements prior to
starting installation. Additionally, understanding the ASTM standards
will assist you in the proper assembly, installation and operation of
your gate opening system.
Disconnect all electricity and/or all sources of power before performing any maintenance.
3NQDCTBDSGDQHRJRNEjQDNQHMITQX@KV@XRBNMS@BSSGDHMRS@KKDQNQCHRtributor prior to performing any repairs or maintenance.
Never operate gate with obstructions present.
No one should ever cross the operative path of the gate.
Never let children play or linger in the vicinity of the gate or opener
equipment.
Never operate the gate or the opener when the opener is not operating or adjusted correctly.
Never allow children to play with or manipulate gate controls. Keep all
remotes away from children.
Only use the MANUAL RELEASE when gate is completely stationary.
Untrained persons should never touch the gate or any releases if any
are installed or applicable.
Test the gate operator periodically (once every 6 months minimum).
Gate must reverse course or stop immediately upon contact with any
source in its path. Gate must stop and reverse course at any time
any object or other item crosses the path of the gate. Should the
safety sensors not stop and/or reverse the gates travel, immediately
investigate and repair the inoperative condition. Gate should not be
used under any circumstances, if all sensors and safety devices are
not performing to standards illustrated within this manual.
Gate should not be used if safety devices are not performing to all
local, state and federal guidelines.
Replace fuse only with fuse of same type and rating.
Installation of this gate operator in a manner inconsistent with the
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manufacturer’s recommended instructions, local, State or Federal law
transfers the liability unto the installer. Careful consideration has been
taken by the manufacturer to devise safe measures, safe design and
incorporate safety measures to prevent injury, death or property damage. By circumventing, ignoring or modifying any safety system or the
exclusion thereof, the installer is creating a new untested process outside the purview of the manufacturer and therefore assumes all risk.
This unit is not to be installed on any gate, door or other structure
which serves to block, secure, close off or otherwise control a pedestrian entry point or access point.
Vehicular slide gates shall be designed, constructed and installed in
@BBNQC@MBDVHSGRDBTQHSXQDK@SDCO@Q@LDSDQRRODBHjBSNSGD@OOKHB@tion in question, with absolute safety in all considerations.
Never mount any device that operates the gate opener where the
user can reach around, over or through the gate to operate the controls. Controls should be mounted at minimum, 8 feet away from any
moving part of the gate or gate system.
A hard wired control shall be located in such a manner so that electronic communication between the two is never interrupted or the
wires damaged.
Any controls used to reset the device after obstruction/entrapment
protection incidents should be located within view of the gate and
should have safety features that prevent unauthorized use.
Never allow anyone to ride, hang on or otherwise touch the gate.
Safety sensors must be present at all times. The hard wired safety sensors must be arranged and installed in such a manner so that the communication between gate operator and sensor(s) are never interrupted
or severed by mechanical damage or movement. All items which have
sensors or safety devices installed must be constructed or installed in
such a manner so as to prevent removal or damage. All subsequent
sensors must be suitable for the system installed and approved for use.
Never increase the force used to move the gate, beyond the absolute
minimum required.
Never use force adjustments to compensate for binding, sticking or
resistant operation. These situations should be addressed and corrected before installation of the gate operator. Gate systems should
slide freely in all directions prior to installation of this gate operator.
After any adjustment is made, all safety modes/features must be
tested. Gate must stop or reverse upon any object crossing the path
of the gate or the gate comes into contact with any object.
Activate gate only when the gate is in clear view of the user, the gate
RXRSDLHROQNODQKX@CITRSDC SDRSDC@MCUDQHjDC @MCSGDQD@QDMN
obstructions present.
Keep gate and gate system properly maintained and properly
inspected at all times.
This operator is intended for installation only on slide gates used to
BNMSQNKUDGHBTK@QSQ@EjB
3GDF@SDLTRSADHMRS@KKDCHM@KNB@SHNMRNSG@SRTEjBHDMSBKD@Q@MBD
is provided between the gate and adjacent structures when opening
and closing to reduce the risk of entrapment.
The gate must be properly installed and work freely in both directions
prior to the installation of the gate operator.
Install the gate operator only when the operator is appropriate for the
construction and the usage class of the gate.
The gate must be properly installed and work freely in both directions
prior to the installation of the gate operator.
Controls must be far enough from the gate so that the user is prevented from coming in contact with the gate while operating the controls. Controls intended to be used to reset an operator after two
sequential activations of the entrapment protection device(s) must be
located in the line of sight of the outdoor gate or easily accessible
controls shall have a security feature to prevent unauthorized use.
All warning signs and placards must be installed where visible in the
area of the gate.
Care shall be given to reduce the risk of nuisance tripping such as
when a vehicle trips the sensor while the gate is still moving.
Gate operators must utilize a contact sensor such as an edge sensor.
A hardwired contact sensor shall be located and its wiring arranged
so that the communication between the sensor and the gate operator is not subject to mechanical damage.
A wireless contact sensor such as one that transmits radio frequency
(RF) signals to the gate operator for entrapment protection functions
are recommended.
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5 - SLIDE OPERATOR CUTAWAY DRAWINGS

WARNING:
THIS GATE OPERATOR
REQUIRES A 2-MAN
LIFT!

CONDUIT
ACCESS
MOUTNING
HOLES

10” 7/16

14”

Ø 5/8" x 8

USE THESE SLOTS
FOR POSITIONING
THE GATE
OPERATOR ON THE
CONCRETE PAD.

10” 7/16
12” 13/32
%HFTQD 2+(#$./$1 3.1"43 6 8

5.1 - Slide operator cutaway drawings-cont.

Manual
Release

Limit Switch cover
and Supplied
Allen wrench Tool

Manual
Release
Handle

Rain drain
prevents moisture
from dropping
inside the unit.

Built-in control board holder allows controller to be
tilted up for easy programming, then stowed back for
safe assembly of the gate
operator

POWER
Standard 120VAC
outlet for accessories

Use these holes for attaching I/O cables with plastic
zip ties.

Storage area for two 12VDC,
backup batteries for 24 volt
motor power

%HFTQD .5$1 +++ 8.43
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MAKE SURE ALL POWER IS
DISCONNECTED PRIOR TO
ANY SERVICE OR INSTALLATION.

6 - INSTALLATION PROCEDURES
1. Remove top
cover assembly by
unlocking the lid
with the supplied
key.

1

2

2. Turn lid counterclockwise then
remove.

Figure 5 - WIRING

6.4 - Step four-manual release
Remove side bolts and
covers to access interior
for installation.

Locate the manual release handle. Turn the manual release handle counterclockwise until the handle stops. The chain drive assembly is now disengaged
and the gate may be operated by hand.

3
1

Remove gate operator
cover screws according to the numbered
sequence as shown.

1

3

2

2

Figure 3 - COVER REMOVAL

Figure 6 - MANUAL RELEASE

2

6WHSƄYHFKDLQDVVHPEO\
6.1 - Step one-location
Locate the area in which the opener shall be located.

6.2 - Step two-concrete
%@AQHB@SD@BNMBQDSDO@CRSQTBSTQDRTEjBHDMSSNRS@AHKHYD@MCLNTMSSGDF@SD
opener. Please consult the local building dept. and/or a structural engineer to
ATHKC@BNMBQDSDO@CSG@SLDDSRATHKCHMFBNCDR@MCHRRTEjBHDMSENQSGDRNHK
type and climate and capable of supporting the lateral loads imposed by the
NODQ@SNQCTQHMFNODQ@SHNM 2DDjFTQDENQOQNODQHMRS@KK@SHNM

10”

Connect Chain assembly to sprocket
assembly and test gate for free movement. (Should move freely in both
directions) Push the gate by hand to
the full movement in each direction
to ensure it does not bind or catch in
@MXL@MMDQ 1DEDQSNjFTQDR@MC
30 for diagrams of correct and incorrect installation).

Figure 7 - BRACKET

6.6 - Learning and programming

8”

6”
BELOW
THE FROST
LINE
CHECK
ALL LOCAL
CODES

Figure 4
SAMPL$+ 8.43

x4

20”

24”

6.3 - Step three-physical mounting
Drill and insert Redhead (1/2” x 3 1/3”) concrete anchors into the concrete
RTEjBHDMSSNOQNODQKXLNTMSSGDF@SDNODMDQ ,NTMSHMFONRHSHNMLTRSAD@
minimum distance of 4 inches distance between the gate and center chain
CQHUDROQNBJDS 1DEDQSNjFTQD.ODMSGDSNOBNUDQTRHMFSGDRTOOKHDCJDX
1DEDQSNjFTQD  1DLNUDSGDSNO@MCRHCDBNUDQRSNF@HM@BBDRRSNLNTMSing holes. Set the unit in place and attach wiring as indicated in the wiring
section 9.0 Wiring and Connections of this manual.

These steps begin the basic “Learning” programming of the gate opener unit.
Most all of the features and programming are pre-set and already set up for
most standard installations. The installer most often will only be required to
plug the unit into electrical power, connect the chain to the sprocket assembly
and by setting the limits on the gate movement, and then “learning” the unit. In
most cases this is the extent of the basic programming procedure. If the unit
is not in LEARNING MODE see section 6.9 to place the unit into this mode.
Apollo has taken great care to simplify the installation, operation and safety
of this device and to ensure longevity and reliability of the unit over time. The
learning procedure consists of the following steps.

+RZWRVHWXSIRUƄUVWXVH
1. Install electrical power connections to the gate opener
unit. Ensure the power switch
is in the OFF position prior to
touching any of the power
connections. Install all gate
accessories such as PhotoEye’s, Sensors, Loops and
other safety devices.

I

0

Figure 8 - SETTING UP POWER
7

SGDF@SDSNjMDSTMDSGDDW@BSRSNOOHMFONHMS 2DDRSDOHM%HFTQD@MC
Figure 12.

2. Using the MANUAL RELEASE HANDLE, Move it counter-clockwise to disengage the drive motor. Ensure that the gate moves freely by moving it
manually to the full extents of its travel in both directions verifying there is
no binding or cause for resistance.
3. Using the MANUAL RELEASE HANDLE, move it clockwise to re-engage
the drive system and then stow the handle.

1

2
1

3

4

2

3

Figure 9 - MANUAL RELEASE
4.1DLNUDSGD KKDMJDXHMRHCDSGDKHCOG@RD jF @MCSGDMKNNRDMSGD
FQTARBQDVNESGDB@LROG@RD jF RNSG@SSGDXB@MADSTQMDCEQDDKX
by hand.
5. Turn on the electrical power to the unit.
6. Using the OPEN button on the front of the Control board, hold the OPEN
button down until the gate reaches the fully open position or where the
HMRS@KKDQV@MSRSGDF@SDSNRSNO@R%4++8./$-RDDjFTQD (ESGDF@SD
moves the wrong direction, refer to section 16.0 to reverse the direction.
7..MBDSGDF@SDHRHMSGDONRHSHNMVGDQDSGDF@SDHRHMSDMCDCSNADf%4++8
OPEN” the OPEN limit switch must be adjusted to inform the circuit board
that the gate is in the correct position to STOP at that position in the future.

6
5

7

%HFTQD %4++8./$-+(,(326(3"'

CLOSE/OPEN
INDICATOR

1

4

2

Figure 10 - INDICATOR LIGHT
3N@CITRSSGD./$-KHLHSRVHSBGNMSGD+.6$1" ,RDDjFTQD@MC
@CITRSSG@S.ODM+HLHS2VHSBG" ,TMSHKSGD&1$$-KHFGSRDDjFTQDHKKTLHM@SDRNMSGDEQNMSNESGDBNMSQNKAN@QC 3GD%4++8./$-KHLHSRVHSBGHR
MNVRDS 'NKCHMFHSjQLKXHMOK@BD TRDSGDRTOOKHDC@KKDMVQDMBGSNSHFGSDM
the set screw.
8. Using the CLOSE button on the front of the Control Board, hold the CLOSE
button down until the gate reaches the fully intended closed position. Once
SGDF@SDHRHMSGD%4++8(-3$-#$#"+.2$#ONRHSHNMNMSGD4//$1" ,
RDDjFTQD@MC@CITRSSGD"+.2$#+HLHS2VHSBG" ,TMSHKSGD1$#
KHFGSHKKTLHM@SDRNMSGDEQNMSNESGDBNMSQNKAN@QC 3GD%4++8"+.2$#KHLHS
RVHSBGHRMNVRDS 'NKCHMFHSjQLKXHMOK@BD TRDSGDRTOOKHDC@KKDMVQDMBG
to tighten the set screw.
9.#TQHMFSGDBNTQRDNEHMHSH@KRDSTO @jMD@CITRSLDMSNESGDKHLHSRVHSBGL@X
ADQDPTHQDC $@BGKHLHSRVHSBG" ,G@R@jMD@CITRSLDMSRBQDVATHKSHMSN
allow the installer to make very small incremental adjustments to ensure the
gate reaches the exact position desired. This feature is used after operating
8

3

6
5

7

%HFTQD %4++8"+.2$#+(,(326(3"'

6.8 - The learning sequence
.MBDSGDKHLHSRVHSBGDR@QD@KKRDS SGDjM@KRSDOHRSN+$ 1-SGDBNMSQNK
board. To perform this task, follow the below listed steps:

7 - CIRCUIT BOARD LAYOUT

1. The control board is already in the “LEARNING MODE” when shipped. In
any case follow steps of section 6.9 in order to select the most appropriate
kind of gate according to the installation. Press “OK” to allow the control
board to scan for attached items, such as sensors, photo-eye’s and other
safety devices.
2. The gate will open partially, then stop. This is being done, so that the control board can sense the type and operational condition of the drive motor.
The gate will then run to the closing limit, so that it can properly sense
where it is located.
3. The control board will then OPEN the gate slowly to establish travel and
limits.
4. Once the gate reaches the fully OPENED limit switch, the control board will
now increase gate travel speed to the highest speed allotted, and will now
travel to the fully CLOSED position at full speed.
5. The gate opener is now programmed for basic usage.

OPEN

STOP

CLOSE

6.9 - Learning mode
If not in learning mode, follow the below listed steps;
Steps on how to place the Apollo 1050 control board into learning mode.
1. Press Function
2. Press OK
3. Select Slide
4. Select weight of gate
5. Press Enter

ENTER

Unit should now be in LEARNING MODE.
Figure 14 - CONTROL BOARD BUTTONS

Learn
Enter

“Enter” Flashes
MOTOR
CONNECTION

%HFTQD +"##(2/+ 8

POWER
INPUTS

COMM BUS

PLUG IN
RECEIVER
INPUTS
OUTPUTS

%HFTQD "(1"4(3!. 1#+ 8.43
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8 - ACCESSORY INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

LOOP 1 Input: (24) Dry contact input that can be programmed for an inductive safety loop or photo-eye detector. Activating the LOOP 1 input maintains
an OPEN gate fully open and a CLOSED gate fully closed until deactivated.

8.1 - Outputs

Setting the LOOP1 input to “Photo Mode” causes the moving gate to stop,
then reopens the gate when the LOOP1 input is deactivated.
LOOP 2 Input: (26) Dry contact input that can be programmed for an inductive safety loop or photo-eye detector. Activating the LOOP2 input (26) closes
the gate to the fully closed position. This loop input is intended for use with
safety sensors to prevent entrapment between the opening gate and an adjacent wall or structure.
Edge Input:3GHRHMOTSL@XADBNMjFTQDC@Rf#(&(3 +tNQf - +.&t
@RQDPTHQDCAXSGDRDMRNQSXOD 6GDMBNMjFTQDC@Rf#(&(3 +t SGHRHR@CQX
BNMS@BSHMOTSNSGDQVHRDVGDMBNMjFTQDC@Rf - +.&t SGDHMOTSLTRSLD@sure 8200ohms. When the input is activated it stops the gate regardless of
direction of travel, momentarily reverses it then stops.
Exit Input: (30) Dry contact input for a vehicle exit sensor. Opens gate from
the closed position and holds gate open with maintained input or reverses
gate if closing.

Figure 16 - BOARD OUTPUTS
Commercial Gate Operator Accessory Outputs:
OUT1 and OUT2:(MCHUHCT@K HRNK@SDCQDK@XROQNUHCD".,,.- -.1, ++8
./$- @MC-.1, ++8"+.2$#CQXBNMS@BSR5 L@WENQRVHSBGHMF
accessories based on programming of the “Auxiliary IO” function. These outputs are programmed in the “FUNCTION Auxiliary I/O” menu.
Magnetic Lock: Provides fused power (1.85A max) and isolated relay COM,.- -.1, ++8./$- @MC-.1, ++8"+.2$#CQXBNMS@BSR5 
max) for electrically powered and maintained magnetic locks. The delay for
magnetic lock activation/deactivation may be adjusted from 0 to 5 seconds.
Lamp:/QNUHCDRETRDCONVDQ  L@WSNCQHUD@k@RGHMFV@QMHMFK@LO
to indicate gate operation. This output is active when the gate is operating
(Opening and Closing). Sets the amount of time the lamp accessory output is
activated prior to gate movement. Settings from 0 to 5 seconds with a step
of 0.5 seconds.
Alarm: Provides fused power (0.5A @ 12VDC) to drive an alarm siren to signal the occurrence of a hard shutdown, caused by 2 consecutive entrapment
events (signals). This alarm output is reset by pressing the “Reset Hard Shutdown” button on the front panel or activating the “FIRE” input.

Fire Input:#QXBNMS@BSHMOTSENQ@jQDCDO@QSLDMSBNMSQNKRVHSBG .ODMR
the gate and holds the gate open until the control switch is deactivated. Autoclose is disabled when this input is activated. Also clears hard shutdown.
GUARD STATION
Guard Station Open: (34) Dry contact input for a guard station open
switch. Momentarily shorting the digital input to GND opens the gate (master
and slave) to the full open position with the subsequent auto-close feature
enabled.
Guard Station Stop: (35) Dry contact input (Normally Closed) for a guard
station stop switch. Momentarily opening this input stops the opening gate at
its current position. While this input is activated, all other inputs are disabled
and are not functional.
Guard Station Close: (36) Dry contact input for a guard station close switch.
Momentarily shorting the digital input to GND closes the gate (master and
slave).
RADIO
Radio Open: (39) Dry contact input for an accessory radio open switch.
Momentarily shorting the digital input to GND opens the gate to the full open
position with the subsequent auto-close feature enabled.
Radio Close: (40) Dry contact input for an accessory radio close switch.
Momentarily shorting the digital input to GND closes the gate.

8.2 - Inputs

Radio Input: Open/Close: (39 and 40) If you tie open and close together the
unit will operate like a garage door opener in the instance that each time you
press the button, it will either OPEN, STOP or CLOSE.

8.3 - Communication bus

Figure 17 - INPUTS

Commercial Gate Operator Accessory Inputs:
Auxiliary Inputs 1 (16) and 2 (18): These digital inputs may be connected to
the digital outputs of accessories and programmed to activate or control the
gate operator in a number of different modes. Shorting pin 1 to pin 2 through
a dry contact activates the programmed settings for these input. These inputs
are programmed in the “FUNCTION Auxiliary I/O” menu.
LOOP Input: (22) Dry contact input that can be programmed for an inductive
safety loop or photo-eye detector. Shorting the digital input to GND reverses
a closing gate to the full open position. The opened gate is held opened for as
long as the LOOP input is active.
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Figure 18 - COMMUNICATION BUS
OVIEW
Programming and diagnostic unit which connects directly to the gate controller and is part of the Nice “Opera” control system. The unit can be used in
“stand-alone” mode via its front-panel keypad, or it may be accessed via a
Bluetooth or cellular-enabled PDA, PC, or Smartphone when used with the

O-View Software Suite. This unit, when matched with the OVIEW Bluetooth or
GSM modules, enables remote control and management of the gate controller. Remote control functions include all programming functions that are available at the front panel LCD on the control board as well as software updates.
OVBT: Bluetooth module for OVIEW and the “O-View Software Suite” application for PC, PDA, or Smartphone for localized wireless control of the gate
controller.
OVBTGSM: GSM module that plugs into the OVIEW and provides cellular
phone access through the “O-View Software Suite” application for PC, PDA,
or Smartphone, for wireless local, national, and international controller of the
gate controller.
O-VIEW Software Suite: Provides desktop or Smartphone level control of
SGDF@SDBNMSQNKKDQ .SGDQADMDjSRHMBKTCDRNESV@QDTOC@SDRSG@SB@MADL@CD
wirelessly as new versions of software are made available.
BLUEBUS ACCESSORIES
MOTB: Moon Touch programmable keypad with secure codes (up to 9 digits
per code if required) to control gate opening and closing. Connects to the
2-wire BlueBUS connector with inexpensive unshielded twisted-pair wire.

Repeat step 3 to program the additional FloR/A remote control. Step 3 may
be repeated as many times as necessary to program all available FloR/A
remote controls.
5. Verify that the FloR/A remote control(s) can control the gate by pressing
one or more buttons individually on the remote control(s).
Wirelessly add new remote control to the SMXI/A Plug-In Receiver
A FloR/A remote control that has been programmed to control a SMXI/A
receiver may be used to create other FloR/A remote controls for the same
receiver. This procedure needs to be performed within 10 to 20m (30 to 60
feet) of the SMXI/A receiver, but the SMXI/A receiver does not need to be
physically accessed.
1. Press and hold any button on the un-programmed FloR/A remote control
for at least 5 seconds, then release the button, taking note of the button
that was pressed.
2. Press the same button on the programmed FloR/A remote control three
times.
3. Press the same button in step 1 on the un-programmed FloR/A remote
control and release.

MOMB: Proximity card access control with capacity for up to 255 MOCARD
or MOCARDP transponder cards. Connects to the 2-wire BlueBUS connector with inexpensive unshielded twisted-pair wire.

4. It is recommended to test the new copy of the FloR/A remote control with
the assigned gate controller.

FT210B: Photocell transmitter and receiver pair that connects to the 2-wire
BlueBUS connector with inexpensive unshielded twisted-pair wire and is a
MNM BNMS@BSRDMRNQENQDMSQ@OLDMSOQNSDBSHNM@RRODBHjDCHM4+ 2DBSHNM
31.1 “General Entrapment Protection Provisions”.

NOTE: This procedure will affect all SMXI/A receivers within radio
range.

MASTER/SLAVE
The gate operator includes a two-pin connector designed to link two sepaQ@SDF@SDNODQ@SNQRSNFDSGDQ@R@,@RSDQ2K@UDO@HQ 3GD,@RSDQ2K@UDBNMjFuration is enabled by connecting two gate operators with simple, unshielded
twisted-pair wire (Max.100 ft.). All entrapment sensors, switch inputs, receiver
controls, and outputs must be wired to the gate operator designated as the
f,@RSDQt 3GDENKKNVHMFOQNBDCTQDNTSKHMDRSGDOQNBDRRENQBNMjFTQHMFSGD
Master/Slave pair.
/DQENQLSGDf+D@QMtOQNBDRRSNBNMjFTQDNODM@MCBKNRDKHLHSRVHSGSGDF@SD
for each operator. See the “Programming Quick Start” procedures in this
manual for a description of the gate learning process.
On the Master operator, select Function -> Adv. Settings -> Remote Mst. Slv.
Then select On -> Master. The red LED associated with the Master/Slave
connector will illuminate.
On the Slave operator, select Function -> Adv. Settings -> Remote Mst. Slv.
Then select On -> Slave. The red LED associated with the Master/Slave connector will illuminate.

Deleting a Single FloR/A Remote Control from the SMXI/A Plug-In
Receiver Memory
A FloR/A remote control that has been programmed to control a SMXI/A
receiver may be removed from the SMXI/A receiver memory without affecting
other assigned remote controls. This procedure needs to be performed at the
SMXI/A Plug-In Receiver with the affected FloR/A remote control.
1. Press and hold the button on the side of the SMXI/A receiver until the led
on the SMXI/A receiver illuminates green and keep the button pressed. The
led will illuminate after approximately 4 seconds.
2. Press and hold any button on the FloR/A remote control until the led on the
2,7( QDBDHUDQAKHMJRFQDDMk@RGDR
3. Release the button on the side of the SMXI/A receiver.
4. It is recommended to verify that the de-programmed FloR/A remote control
no longer controls the gate.
Deleting All FloR/A Remote Controls from the SMXI/A Plug-In Receiver
Memory.
All programmed remote controls may be removed from the SMXI/A plug in
receiver memory. This procedures need to be performed at the gate controller.

3GD,@RSDQ2K@UDO@HQHRMNVBNMjFTQDC 3GD2K@UDF@SDNODQ@SNQVHKKODQENQL
identical open/close/stop functions in tandem with the Master gate operator.

1. Press and hold the button on the side of the SMXI/A receiver until the led
on the SMXI/A receiver illuminates green and keep the button pressed.

8.4 - Programming the plug-in receiver and remote controls

2. Watch the led and on the receiver and verify the following sequence in the
led.

SMXI/A Plugin Receiver: The SMXI/A 433Plug-In Receiver provides up
SNBG@MMDKRENQRODBHjBBNMSQNKNEHMCHUHCT@KF@SDETMBSHNMR 3GDQDBDHUDQ
includes built-in programming functions for adding or removing Nice FloR/A
wireless remote controls to/from a gate installation. The following procedures
detail the steps to assign a remote control, add a new remote control, delete a
single remote control, or remove all remote controls from the receiver memory.
Programming the FloR/A 2-Button or 4-Button Remote Control with
the SMXI/A Plug-In Receiver.
These procedures apply to the FloR/A wireless remote control. These procedures assign factory default controls automatically to the remote control.

3. Within 4 seconds after pressing the button (approx.) the green led illuminates.
4. Within 8 seconds after pressing the button (approx.) the green led turns off.
5. With 12 second after pressing the button (approx.) the green led starts
k@RGHMF
6."NTMSSGDFQDDMKDCk@RGDRNMSGD2,7( QDBDHUDQ .M$7 "3+8 the 5TH
k@RG QDKD@RDSGDATSSNMNMSGD2,7( QDBDHUDQ 
7. It is recommended to test the FloR/A remote controls, if available, with
SMXI/A plug in receiver to verify that it no longer affects the gate controller.

1. Have a functioning Nice FloR/A 2-button or 4-button remote control with a
battery installed prior to programming the remote control.
2. Press and hold the button on the side of the SMXI/A receiver until the led
illuminates green on the SMXI/A receiver, then release the button.
3. Within 10 seconds, press and hold any key on the FloR/A remote control
until the led in the SMXI/A receiver blinks green 3 times, indicating that the
FloR/A is programmed to control the receiver.
4. After the led on the SMXI/A receiver blinks green 3 times, another 10 second interval is started to program another FloR/A remote control if desired.
11

9 - WIRING AND CONNECTIONS

WARNING

Permanent wiring is to be employed for the installation as required by
local codes.

This slide gate operator uses an inherent entrapment sensing system as well
as external type sensors.

Use only U.L. listed (or equivalent) non-contact sensors. Inputs from the photo-beam to the circuit board are Normally Open (N.O.). Use only U.L. listed (or
equivalent) non-contact sensors.
Connect the non-contact sensors. Inputs from the photo-beam to the circuit
board are Normally Open (N.O.). Photo-beam input shall REVERSE travel of
F@SDVGDM@BSHU@SDCCTQHMFSGD"+.2$"8"+$.-+8 &@SDVHKKQDRTLDMNQmal operation when photo-beam is no longer activated.
3NQDCTBDSGDQHRJNE2$5$1$(-)418NQ#$ 3'
q #HRBNMMDBSONVDQSNSGDF@SDNODQ@SNQAXL@MT@KKXNODMHMFHSRCDCHB@SDC
circuit breaker before making any mechanical or electrical adjustments.
q 4RD@ LOCDCHB@SDCBHQBTHSAQD@JDQENQD@BGHMRS@KKDCF@SDNODQ@SNQ
q .ODM CDCHB@SDC BHQBTHS AQD@JDQ RTOOKXHMF ONVDQ SN SGHR F@SD NODQ@SNQ
!$%.1$@MDVHMRS@KK@SHNMNQL@JHMF@MXLNCHjB@SHNMRSN@MDWHRSHMF
installation of this gate operator.
q KKVHQHMFBNMMDBSHNMR,423ADL@CDAX@PT@KHjDCHMCHUHCT@K
q 1TMHMCHUHCT@KBHQBTHSRHMRDO@Q@SD4 + KHRSDCBNMCTHSR #NMNSBNLAHMD
high voltage (120VAC) power wiring and low voltage (+12VDC to +24VDC)
control wiring in the same conduits.
q (SHRGHFGKXQDBNLLDMCDCSG@S@FQNTMCHMFQNCADHMRS@KKDCVHSGD@BGNODQator according to local building codes to provide protection against near
lightning strikes. Contact local underground utility companies BEFORE digging.
q 4RDSGDHMENQL@SHNMHMS@AKDSNCDSDQLHMDGHFGUNKS@FDVHQDRHYDQDPTHQDments. The distance shown in the chart is measured in feet from the operator to the power source. If power wiring is greater than the maximum distance shown, it is recommended that a service feeder be installed. When
large gauge wire is used, a separate junction box must be installed for the
operator connection. The wire table is based on stranded copper wire.
Wire run calculations are based on a 110 VAC power source with a 3%
voltage drop on the power line, plus an additional 10% reduction in distance to allow for other losses in the system.

WARNING: External entrapment protection must be added to insure a
safe vehicular gate operating system.

Table 1 - Wire Gauges and Maximum Power Circuit Distances
110V AWG

14

12

10

8

6

4

MAX RUN (ft)

180

280

460

700

1150

1800

Entrapment protection must be provided by a combination of non-contact
inherent devices. Disconnect power to the gate operator before installing the
non-contact sensors.
BST@KOK@BDLDMSNERDMRNQRHRCDODMCDMSNMSGDRODBHjBHMRS@KK@SHNMQDPTHQDments.
One or more non-contact sensors should be located where the risk of entrapment or obstruction exists such as the perimeter reachable by a moving gate
or barrier.
ISOLATE ALL ELECTRICITY PRIOR TO INSTALLATION OR SERVICE

10 - OPTIONAL INPUTS
10.1 - Fire input
32 FIRE
33 GND
#QXBNMS@BSHMOTSENQ@jQDCDO@QSLDMSBNMSQNKRVHSBG -NQL@KKX.ODM-.
contact must be shorted to ground through a switch to open the gate. Opens
the gate and holds the gate open until the control switch is deactivated. This
input is “hold to run”. Auto-close is disabled when this input is activated. Also
clears hard shutdown.













,
-09 ;
7
+,

Figure 20 - FAIL SAFE CONNECTOR

10.2 - Fail safe connection
Figure 19 - GROUNDING WIRE

The gate operator should be grounded to a copper rod driven to a minimum
depth of 3 feet, and properly grounded to the opener using a ¼” copper wire
prior to operation. Ensure proper ground bonding by removing paint around
the mounting hole to create a proper connection if required. (Burnishing may
be required) Check conductivity using a multimeter to verify bonding. (RingOut). Use a star washer between the ring terminal and the nut to ensure a
FNNCFQNTMCBNMMDBSHNM 2DDjFTQD
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A “fail safe” electric motor brake is provide for each of the three motor control
outputs on the main gate control board. A jumper is installed at the factory for
SGDOQHL@QXLNSNQBNMSQNK@RRGNVMHMjFTQDSN@BSHU@SDSGHRDKDBSQHBAQ@JD 
This jumper creates an effective brake action on the motor that does not allow
the gate to be operated (opened or closed) manually, whether or not the gate
operator is powered. This jumper may be removed during a power outage to
enable operation of the gate manually, or during installation, the jumper may
be removed and this connector may be wired to an external switch for more
convenient access. The fail safe jumpers for the Motor 1 and Motor 2 control
provide the same electric brake function for external gate motors in alternative
installations.

10.5 - Exit and edge inputs wiring diagram

Fail Safe connector with jumper installed on
the Primary motor control connectors

28 EDGE
29 GND
30 EXIT
31 GND
3GD$#&$HMOTSL@XADBNMjFTQDC@R@LNMHSNQDC - +.&HMOTS NQ#(&(TAL (NC or NO) input. The EDGE sensor input is intended for ANSI/UL 325
listed gate edge sensors to protect against entrapment and hazardous pinch
points along the moving edge of the closing gate. The EXIT sensor input is
provided to activate to open the gate, or re-open a closing gate, upon sensing an exiting vehicle.

Figure 21 - FAIL SAFE CONNECTION

10.3 - Magnetic lock connection
7 NC
8 Com (Common)
9 NO
10 GND
11 V+
This connection is used to install the magnetic lock. In this instance a gate
can be locked magnetically to prevent a forced opening. Connections to this
L@XADCHEEDQDMSSG@MRGNVM "NMRTKSKNBJL@MT@KENQRODBHjBRNMHMRS@KK@SHNM
and wiring.
28




30
29

31

32

33

Figure 24 - EXIT AND EDGE INPUTS





10.6 - Radio receiver connection (third party)
38 12V
39 OPEN
40 CLOSE
41 GND

Figure 22 - MAGNETIC LOCK
CONNECTION

The customer supplied radio receiver allows the gate operator to be operated
via remote, such as wireless key-card readers or user remote controls. Connecting the Open (39) and Close (40) pins together with a receiver enables
RHMFKD ATSSNMF@SDBNMSQNK 3GHRBNMjFTQ@SHNM@KKNVR@RHMFKDATSSNMSNBNMSQNK
the gate in the following sequence:
Press - Gate Open
Press - Gate Stop
Press - Gate Close
Press - Gate Stop

10.4 - Guard station connection
34 OPEN
35 STOP
36 CLOSE
37 GND
With a Guard Station switch in place, a user could operate the gate by pushing the respective buttons for the command that is desired. Gate Open, Stop,
@MC"KNRDCQXBNMS@BSHMOTSR BNMSQNKKDCAX-.1, ++8./$--.@MC
-.1, ++8"+.2$#-"LNLDMS@QXRVHSBGDR 
NOTE: If guard station inputs are not used, STOP (35) and GND (32) need
to be tied together.




Figure 23 - GUARD STATION
CONNECTION




6:,

*3
7
;6

:
,5

67

5*

39
38

40

41

56

Figure 25 - RADIO RECEIVER CONNECTION

56
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11 - INSPECTION AND OPERATION
Proper inspection of all equipment is required to ensure continuous functionality, safety and to ensure reliable operation in all weather conditions.
Inspect electrical assemblies and wiring installations for damage, general
condition, and proper functioning to ensure the continued satisfactory operation of the electrical system. Adjust, repair, overhaul, and test electrical equipment and systems in accordance with the recommendations and procedures
in the OPENER and/or component manufacturer’s maintenance instructions.
Replace components of the electrical system that are damaged or defective
with identical parts, with manufacturer’s approved equipment, or its equivalent to the original in operating characteristics, mechanical strength, and enviQNMLDMS@KRODBHjB@SHNMR  O@QSH@KKHRSNERTFFDRSDCOQNAKDLRSNKNNJENQ@MC
checks to be performed are listed below:
11.1

Damaged, discolored, or overheated equipment, connections, wiring,
bearing caps and installations.

11.2

Excessive heat or discoloration at high current carrying connections.
(look for bluing or heat affected metal).

11.3

Misalignment of electrically driven equipment. (Causes strain on pulley
assemblies and bearings).

11.4

Poor electrical bonding (broken, disconnected or corroded bonding
strap) and grounding, including evidence of corrosion.

11.5

Dirty equipment and connections. Clean equipment and connections.

11.6

Improper, broken, inadequately supported equipment, wiring and
conduit, loose connections of terminals, and loose ferrules.

11.7

Poor mechanical or weld joints. Broken welds.

11.8

Condition of circuit breaker and fuses. Ensure that they are of the correct type and amperage.

11.9 (MRTEjBHDMSBKD@Q@MBDADSVDDMDWONRDCBTQQDMSB@QQXHMFO@QSR@MC
ground or poor insulation of exposed terminals. All exposed connections must be covered (prevent arcing between exposed parts, and
electrical shock).
11.10 Broken or missing wire, connectors, etc.
11.11 Operational check of electrically operated equipment such as motors,
inverters, generators, batteries, lights, protective devices, etc. Ensure
proper functionality of all systems during inspections.
11.12 $MRTQDR@EDSXOK@B@QCR@MCV@QMHMFRHFMR@QDOQDRDMS@RRODBHjDC
within this document. Ensure proper functionality of all safety devices
@RRODBHjDC -NM ETMBSHNMHMFNQL@KETMBSHNMHMFR@EDSXCDUHBDRRGNTKC
be replaced immediately.

12 - GENERAL LAYOUT AND SAFETY ACCESS
Entrapment Protection Inputs - Typical Installation Diagram Utilizing Loop Sensors and Photocells

LOOP (Safety)

Outside Property
(4' min.)

PHOTO 2 (LOOP 2)

(4' min.)

Inside Property

LOOP (Safety)

EXIT

%HFTQD + 8.43%.1(- &1.4-#+../2
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Entrapment Protection Inputs - Typical Installation Diagram Utilizing Photocells

PHOTO
Outside Property

PHOTO 2 (LOOP 2)

PHOTO

Inside Property

EXIT
%HFTQD + 8.43%.1/'.3.$8$2

13 - ACCESSORIES AND SENSORS
EXTERNAL ENTRAPMENT PROTECTION
Non-contact and contact sensors must be installed individually or in combination with each other to provide external entrapment protection.

q /K@BDBNMSQNKR@LHMHLTLNEEDDS@V@XEQNLSGDF@SDRNSG@SSGDTRDQB@M
see the gate and operate controls but cannot touch the gate or gate operator while operating the controls.
q 6@QMHMFRHFMRLTRSADOK@BDCNMD@BGRHCDNESGDF@SDNQHMGHFG UHRHAHKHSX
areas to alert of automatic gate operations.

Care should be exercised to reduce the risk of nuisance tripping, such as
when a vehicle trips the sensor while the gate is still moving, and one or more
non-contact sensors shall be located where the risk of entrapment or obstruction exists, such as the perimeter reachable by a moving gate or barrier.
A hardwired contact sensor shall be located and its wiring arranged so that
the communication between the sensor and the gate operator is not subjected to mechanical damage.
A wireless contact sensor such as one that transmits radio frequency (RF) signals to the gate operator for entrapment protection functions shall be located
where the transmission of the signals are not obstructed or impeded by building structures, natural landscaping or similar obstruction.

DURING INSTALLATION
q #(2".--$"3/.6$1@SSGDBNMSQNKO@MDKADENQDL@JHMF@MXDKDBSQHBRDQvice power connection.
q !D@V@QDNE@KKLNUHMFO@QSR@MC@UNHCBKNRDOQNWHLHSXSN@MXOHMBGONHMSR 
q *MNVGNVSNNODQ@SDSGDL@MT@KQDKD@RD 
q CITRSSGDTMHSSNTRDSGDLHMHLTLENQBDQDPTHQDCSNNODQ@SDSGDF@SD
smoothly even during mid-travel reversing.

Moving Gate can cause
Serious Injury or Death.
Persons are to keep clear! The gate is able to be moved without prior warning.
Do not allow children to operate gate or play in gate area.
This entrance is for vehicles only. Pedestrians must use separate entrance.

Le portail en mouvement peut causer
des blessures graves ou la mort.
Les personnes ne devront pas s’approcher!
Le portail est capable d'être bougé sans avertissement préalable.
Ne pas laisser les enfants utiliser le portail ou jouer dans le domaine du portail.
Cette entrée est réservée aux véhicules.
Les piétons devront utiliser une entrée séparée.
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14 - BOARD NOMENCLATURE

Incoming
30 Amp fuse

LCD screen

Spare fuses

Open the gate

Stop gate
movement
Reset and hard
shut down
button

Close the gate

Selection up

Ok or accept

Selection down

Adjust force settings for gate
opening and closing.

Adjust speed
settings for gate
opening and closing.

Gate delay time
select

Function select

Display select

Figure 28 - GENERAL BOARD OVERVIEW

3'$/1.&1 ,,(-&!433.-2(-#(" 3$#(-3'$ !.5$1$%$1$-"$2'.4+#!$42$#.-+8 %3$14-#$123 -#(-&3'$, -UAL AND ITS RELATION TO THE PROGRAMMING SEQUENCES SHOWN ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES. CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN
6'$-$5$1"' -&$2 1$(,/+$,$-3$#3.$-241$/1./$1%4-"3(.- +(38 -#2 %$38
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15 - PROGRAMMING BUTTONS
15.1 - Force
Static: Set sensitivity to constant force on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being the
most sensitive).
Dynamic: Set sensitivity of sudden impact force to the moving gate on a
scale of 1 to 10 (1 being most sensitive).
ESC: Exit the FORCE menu.

15.2 - Speed
Max: Sets the limit of maximum allowed gate speed on a scale of 20% to
100% (20% being the lowest setting).
Standard: Sets the limit of the gate speed during normal movement (not soft
start/stop) on a scale of 20% to MAX (20% being the lowest setting).
Low: Sets the limit of the gate speed while in LEARNING mode and when
moving in SLOW, on a scale of 20% to STANDARD (20% being the lowest
setting).
Slowdown: Set gate speed when going into approaching the open or close
limits on a scale of 20% to LOW (20% being the lowest setting).

15.3 - Acceleration
Max: Sets the limit of gate acceleration when reversing the gate after an
obstacle has been detected by the UL/Edge or current sense feature (Force).
Settings from 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest rate of gate acceleration. *
Standard: Sets the limit of the gate acceleration in normal operation. Settings
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest rate of gate acceleration. *
*TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO THE GATE OR THE CONTROLLER USE LOWER ACCELERATION SETTINGS FOR HEAVIER GATES.
ESC: Exit the SPEED menu.

15.4 - Delay
Auto Close: Sets the timeout before the gate closes automatically from the
fully open position. Settings from 5 to 120 seconds.
Slave: Sets the delay for opening the slave gate leaf in a Master/Slave (Motor
1 and Motor 2 operation), (dual gate) system. Settings from 0 to 5 seconds
with a step of 0.5 seconds.
Lamp/Strobe: Sets the amount of time the Lamp accessory output is activated prior to gate movement. Settings from 0 to 5 seconds with a step of
0.5 seconds.
Lock: Sets the amount of time the Magnetic Lock accessory output is activated to disable the lock when opening the gate. Settings from 0 to 5 seconds with a step of 0.5 seconds.
Run Time: Sets the maximum run time for the gate. Used in case the gate
doesn’t reach its limits. Settings from 5 to 120 seconds with a step of 1
second.
ESC:$WHSSGD#$+ 8LDMT

15.5 - Function
Learn: Puts the gate operator into learning mode for a slide or slide gate, and
Blue BUS peripherals. Learning mode for a slide style gates involves selecting
the gate type (Light, Average, Heavy), then fully opening and closing the gate
to sense the limits. Selecting the gate type selects pre-calculated values for
the FORCE, SPEED, and ACCELERATION settings. Learning the Blue BUS
peripherals enables the gate operator to discover and integrate accessory
devices like Blue BUS access control and safety devices.
Positions"NMjFTQDRSGDONHMSRHMSGDF@SDNODM BKNRD @MCO@QSH@KBXBKDR@S
which deceleration occurs.
q 2KNV#NVMl.ODM2DSRSGDONHMSHMSGDNEF@SDNODMHMFVGDMSGDF@SD
begins deceleration to the fully open position.

q 2KNV#NVMl"KNRD2DSRSGDNEF@SDNODMHMFVGDMSGDF@SDADFHMR
deceleration to the fully close position.
q /@QSH@K2DSRSGDONHMSHMSGDNEF@SDNODMHMFVGDMSGDF@SDADFHMR
deceleration to the Partial open position.
Auxiliary Inputs: Auxiliary inputs IN AUX1 (16) and IN AUX2 (18) can be programmed with one of the following options:
q -NOQNFQ@L-N%TMBSHNMTRDC
q ./$-SGD&@SD
q "+.2$SGD&@SD
q 23$/"XBKHMF2SDO.ODM 2SNO "KNRD 2SNO
q / 13( +NODMHMF
q / 13( +/@QSH@K.ODMHMFNODMNMDKD@EHMCT@KF@SD@OOKHB@SHNMR
q 23./SGDF@SD@MC TSN BKNRHMF
q '.+#3../$-(MOTSLTRSADL@HMS@HM@BSHUDENQ.ODMHMF
q '.+#3."+.2$(MOTSLTRSADL@HMS@HM@BSHUDENQ"KNRHMF
q %(1$1DRDS'@QC2GTS#NVM@MC.ODMSGD&@SD
q 3(,$12S@QS"NTMS#NVM3(,$1
q 3(,$12S@QS"NTMS#NVM3(,$1
q /'.3./GNSNBDKK/'.3.HMOTSQDUDQRDSNNODMHMFVGDMBKNRHMF
q /'.3./GNSNBDKK/'.3.HMOTS2SNO&@SDVGDM@BSHU@SDC
q /'.3./GNSNBDKK/'.3.HMOTSQDUDQRDSNBKNRHMFVGDMNODMHMF
q 2' #.6+NNOHMOTSOQDUDMSBKNRHMFF@SDVGDMBNLOKDSDKXNODM
q !+."*RXRSDLEQNLNSGDQBNLL@MCNMKX23$/'NUDQQHCDRSGD!KNBJ
q 4-!+."*4M AKNBJSGDRXRSDLHEAKNBJDC
q ./$-@MC!+."*.ODMSGD&@SD@MCHMGHAHSETQSGDQBNLL@MCRDWBDOS
STEP H)
q "+.2$@MC!+."*"KNRDSGD&@SD@MCHMGHAHSETQSGDQBNLL@MCRDWBDOS
STEP H)
q ./$-@MC4-!+."*.ODMSGD&@SD@MCTM HMGHAHSETQSGDQBNLL@MCR
q "+.2$@MC4-!+."*"KNRDSGD&@SD@MCTM HMGHAHSETQSGDQBNLL@MCR
q 23$/'"NLL@MCGHFGOQHNQHSX2SDOBXBKHMFNODM RSNO BKNRD RSNO
Auxiliary Outputs: Auxiliary outputs OUT AUX1 (1,2,3,) and OUT AUX2
(4,5,6,) can be programmed with one of the following options:
q -./1.&1 ,.TSOTSMNSTRDC
q ./$-.TSOTSHR@BSHU@SDCVGDM&@SDHRNODM
q "+.2$.TSOTSHR@BSHU@SDCVGDM&@SDHRBKNRDC
q ,.5(-&.TSOTSHR@BSHU@SDCVGDM&@SDHRLNUHMF
q 3(,$1.TSOTSHR@BSHU@SDCVGDM3(,$1HRBNTMSHMFCNVM
q 3(,$1.TSOTSHR@BSHU@SDCVGDM3(,$1HRBNTMSHMFCNVM
Radio Channel: For the Plug-in Onboard Receiver, 15 radio channels may
be programmed with one of the following options:
q -NOQNFQ@L
q ./$-#DE@TKS"' 
q "+.2$
q 23$/#DE@TKS"' 
q / 13( +
q / 13( +
q 23./
q '.+#3../$-
q '.+#3."+.2$
q %(1$
q 3(,$1
q 3(,$1
q /'.3.
q /'.3.
q /'.3.
q 2' #.6
q !+."*
q 4-!+."*
q ./$-@MC!+."*
q "+.2$@MC!+."*
q ./$-@MC4-!+."*
q "+.2$@MC4-!+."*
q 23$/'
Timers: Set time for count down timers Timer 1 and Timer 2. Settings
between 1 second and 9 hours in 1 second increments.
Events: Up to 8 weekly events (EV1 through EV8) can be programmed and
RSNQDC $@BGDUDMSB@MADOQNFQ@LLDCSNSQHFFDQ@S@RODBHjBSHLD@MCB@M
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be assigned to any combination of days of the week (Monday through Sunday). Events that are already programmed into the system may be suspended
temporarily, or removed permanently from memory. The following actions can
be assigned to events:
q -NOQNFQ@L
q .ODM
q "KNRD
q /@QSH@K
q /@QSH@K
q W.TS.M
q W.TS.EE
q W.TS.M
q W.TS.EE
q !KNBJ
q 4MAKNBJ
q .ODM@MC!KNBJ
q "KNRD@MC!KNBJ
q .ODM@MC4MAKNBJ
q "KNRD@MC4MAKNBJ

q 2DKDBSHMOTSR+../NQ/'.3.
q 2DKDBS4+$#&$HMOTSSXOD-. -"  M@KNF
q 2DKDBS,@RSDQ2K@UD,NSNQNQ,NSNQ
q BSHU@SDKHMJENQQDLNSD,@RSDQ2K@UD$M@AKDRBNMSQNKNE@M@CCHSHNM@KF@SD
operator board)
q /NVDQ%@HK.ODM.ODMRF@SD@TSNL@SHB@KKXNMA@SSDQA@BJTOONVDQHEL@HM
AC power input loss is detected)
q ,NSNQ5%NQBDRLNSNQBNMSQNKUNKS@FDSN 5#"DUDMHESGDRTOOKX
voltage varies from +9.5VDC up to +35VDC)
Default: This setting gives the installer/user the option of returning some or all
settings of the gate operator to the original factory settings:
q 2XRSDLRDSSHMFR
q 1@CHN"G@MMDKRDSSHMFR
q $UDMSRDSSHMFR
q "G@QFDQRDSSHMFR
ESC: Exit the FUNCTION menu.

15.6 - Display
To program weekly events EV1 through EV8, perform the following
steps:

ESC:$WHSSGD#(2/+ 8LDMT

1. Press FUNCTION -> Events.
2. Press and hold OK to display EV1 (display will blink “EV1”).
3. Press UP or DOWN to toggle between events, then press OK to make a
selection. The display changes to hours.
4. Press UP or DOWN to toggle between hours, then press OK to make a
selection. The display changes to minutes.
5. Press UP or DOWN to toggle between minutes, then press OK to make a
selection. The display changes to individual days of the week.
6. Press UP or DOWN to toggle between days of the week. Press OK to
toggle between ON and OFF for each day of the week. Continue toggling
through the days of the week until ESC is displayed. Press OK to advance
to the next event.
7. Repeat step 2 through 6 for event EV2 through EV8.

Info: Displays the manufacturer name, product name/model, software versions, and serial number.

To temporarily suspend one or more weekly events (EV1 through EV8),
perform the following steps:

UL Volt: Displays the voltage at the UL/Edge sensor input in volts DC.

1. Press FUNCTION -> Events.
2. Press OK quickly to display EV1 active days.
3. Press OK quickly again to display “Suspend”. Event EV1 is now suspended
and will not run until re-enabled.
4. Press UP or DOWN to toggle through the events EV1 – EV8 and repeat
steps 2 through 3 to suspend or enable other weekly events.

Temperature: Displays the temperature of the gate controller board in
degrees Centigrade or Fahrenheit (press OK and hold 5 seconds to change
scale).

Charger: A battery charger is built-in with the Control board for use with
a backup battery. The charger may be manually programmed for customHYDCBG@QFDRDSSHMFRNQRDSSNf TSNtSNOQNUHCD@A@SSDQXBG@QFHMFOQNjKDSG@S
automatically compensates for temperature and current during the charging
process. The following parameters are available for programming the battery
charger:
q "G@QFDQ.M.EE
q 2DKDBS,@WBTQQDMSENQBG@QFHMFEQNL  SN  RSDO  
q "XBKHMF3HLDRDBNMCNEEBG@QFHMFDUDQXBXBKHMFSHLD
q TSNADRSBG@QFDBNMRHCDQHMFSDLODQ@STQD
Standby: Programs the timeout for the gate operator to go into low power
standby mode. Low power standby is Settings from 5 to 120 seconds, or
may be disabled with “OFF”. During low power standby there is no data displayed on the gate operator LCD and it consumes a minimum amount of
power to extend the life of the backup battery. All the outputs are switched off
and the LED OK blinks to show this standby status of the system.
Advance Settings: The following settings are available for customizing the
gate operator as required by the customer’s installation requirements:
q 2DS+@MFT@FD$MFKHRG2O@MHRG(S@KH@M
q 2DSBKNBJ''
q 2DS+"#"NMSQ@RS
q 2DS#HQDBSHNM.ODMHMF C@OSRSGDLNSNQCHQDBSHNM@RMDBDRR@QXCDODMCHMF
upon the opening direction of the slide or gate)
q 2DS5HQST@K$MBNCDQ4RDCENQLNSNQRVHSGNTSATHKS HMDMBNCDQR
q 2DS MSH S@HKF@SD"KNRDRF@SDHLLDCH@SDKX@ESDQUDGHBKDG@RBKD@QDCR@EDSX
sensors)
18

Clock: Displays the calendar date and time in the real time clock. Pressing
and holding the “OK” button for 5 seconds enables the date and time settings
to be updated manually.
Main Volt: Displays the gate operator main control voltage in volts DC.
Battery Volt: Displays the gate operator backup battery voltage in volts DC.
Sun Volt: Displays the solar panel input voltage in volts DC.
Motor Volt: Displays the voltage at the motor in volts DC.

Service: The following information is recorded and viewable about the operating history of the gate:
q 3NS@K#HROK@XRSGDSNS@KMTLADQNENODM BKNRDBXBKDRMNM 2DSSHMFR
q /@QSH@K#HROK@XSGDSNS@KMTLADQNEO@QSH@KBXBKDR 1DRDSAXOQDRRHMFSGD
“OK” button for several seconds.
q ,@HMS #HROK@XSGDMTLADQNEBXBKDRADENQDRDQUHBDHRQDPTHQDC 2DSSHMFR
from 1000 to 50000 cycles in increments of 1000 cycles.
Motor: Displays the Motor position, voltage, and current.
Motor 1: Displays the Motor1 position, voltage, and current.
Motor 2: Displays the Motor2 position, voltage, and current.
Charger: Displays the battery charger voltage and current.
Last Reset: Displays the code for diagnostic review. Used for diagnostic and
troubleshooting.
ESC:$WHSSGD#(2/+ 8LDMT

3. Press ENTER

16 - GATE DIRECTION REVERSAL

4. Scroll through selection to reach “DIRECTION OF MOTOR”

WARNING: GATE DIRECTION REVERSAL CAN ONLY BE
ACCOMPLISHED IN LEARNING MODE

5. Press ENTER
6. The direction arrows on the display begin to blink.
7. Choose the appropriate direction of travel

Gate Direction Reversal

8./QDRR#(2/+ 8SNQDSTQMSNSGD, (-,$-4

If for some reason, the installer were to install the opener on the opposite
side of the gate from which the unit is programmed, and when you press the
OPEN button, the gate actually CLOSES, the installer will need to REVERSE
the direction of travel to match the buttons on the control board.

9. Press OPEN to verify that the gate now OPENS.

Press OPEN and note if the gate actually opens. If it does not, and instead is
traveling in a CLOSING direction follow the below steps to correct; (if already
in learning mode, follow the below listed steps)
1. Press FUNCTION
2. Scroll through the options to reach “ADVANCED SETTINGS”

If not in learning mode, follow the listed steps in the next column.
Steps on how to place the Apollo 1050 control board into learning mode.
1. Press Function
2. Press OK
3. Select SLIDE
4. 2DKDBS+(&'3  5$1 &$.1'$ 58
5. Press Enter

17 - RE-ASSEMBLING GATE OPERATOR

4

a

b

c

2
1
2
3

3
18 - EMERGENCY VEHICLE ACCESS

18.5 NOTE: Never attempt to manually push open any gate with an operator
@SS@BGDCSNHSTMSHKXNTG@UDUDQHjDCSG@SONVDQSNSGDNODQ@SNQG@RADDM
shut-off.

18.1 The automatic vehicular gate system must be designed to allow access
to emergency vehicles under different operating conditions.

18.6 The automatic vehicular gate system must be designed to allow access
to emergency vehicles under different operating conditions.

18.2 During normal powered operation, emergency vehicles access the gate
by use of the emergency vehicle access device installed on your gate
system. The type of device that is used in your community is dependent
on your city codes. These devices may include (but are not limited to)
Fire Department lock boxes, Click-2-Enter radio receivers, strobe light
sensors, siren sensors, etc.

18.7 In the event of a power failure, the emergency vehicle access device
may not be functional because the gate operator is un-powered. NOTE:
DC powered back-up systems are optional and your gate system may
or may not be equipped with one. Check with your installer to determine if your gate system is equipped with a back-up power system.

18.3 Check with your installer to determine if your gate system is equipped
with a back-up power system. In the event of a primary (AC) power
failure and a back-up system (DC) power failure (low charged or dead
batteries for example), the system must have a release system to allow
the gate to be manually operated.
18.4 This operator is equipped with a manual release system that will allow
the gate to be pushed open in the event of a power outage or equipment failure.

18.8 The FAIL-SAFE manual operation system is the most reliable and safest method for placing an automated gate in manual operation and is
the preferred method of emergency gate operation under worse case
conditions by many Fire Chiefs and Building Inspectors and is typically
used in CLASS I and CLASS II applications.
18.9 For manual fail-safe gate operation, turn power to the operator OFF. If a
backup power system is in use, be sure that this power is turned OFF
also. Once power is OFF, the gate can be manually operated, by using
the MANUAL RELEASE handle under the top cover.
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19 - GLOSSARY
BLOCK "D@RDR@KKNODQ@SNQETMBSHNMDWBDOS'(&'/1(.1(38HMOTSR 
COMMERCIAL / GENERAL ACCESS VEHICULAR GATE OPERATORCLASS II - A vehicular gate operator (or system) intended for use in a comLDQBH@KKNB@SHNMNQATHKCHMFRTBG@R@LTKSH E@LHKXGNTRHMFTMHSjUDNQLNQD
single family units), hotels, garages, retail store, or other building servicing the
general public.
ENTRAPMENT - The condition when an object is caught or held in a position
that increases the risk of injury.

RESTRICTED ACCESS VEHICULAR GATE OPERATOR-CLASS IV - A
vehicular gate operator (or system) intended for use in a guarded industrial
location or building such as an airport security area or other restricted access
locations not servicing the general public, in which unauthorized access is
prevented via supervision by security personnel.
RESIDENTIAL VEHICULAR GATE OPERATOR-CLASS I - A vehicular
gate operator (or system) intended for use in a home of one-to four single
family dwelling, or garage or parking area associated therewith.
STEP BY STEP - Command that opens-stops-closes-stops the gate with
each press of the button.

FORCE STATIC - Constant load threshold for sensitivity setting.

SYSTEM - In the context of these requirements, a system refers to a group of
interacting devices intended to perform a common function.

FORCE DYNAMIC - Impact sensitivity setting.

UNBLOCK - Resumes normal operation after a blocked condition.

GATE - A moving barrier such as a swinging, sliding, raising, lowering, or the
like, barrier, that is a stand-alone passage barrier or is that portion of a wall
or fence system that controls entrance and/or egress by persons or vehicles
@MCBNLOKDSDRSGDODQHLDSDQNE@CDjMDC@QD@

WIRED CONTROL  BNMSQNKHLOKDLDMSDCHM@ENQLNEjWDCOGXRHB@KHMSDQconnections between the control, the associated devices, and an operator to
perform predetermined functions in response to input signals.

(STEP H) HIGH PRIORITY - Step by step control
INHERENT ENTRAPMENT SENSOR SYSTEM - An automatic sensor system which senses entrapment of a solid object and is incorporated as a permanent and integral part of the operator.

WIRELESS CONTROL  BNMSQNKHLOKDLDMSDCHMLD@MRNSGDQSG@MjWDC
physical interconnections (such as radio waves or infrared beams) between
the control, the associated devices, and an operator to perform predetermined functions in response to input signals.

INDUSTRIAL / LIMITED ACCESS VEHICULAR GATE OPERATORCLASS III - A vehicular gate operator (or system) intended for use in an
industrial location or building such as a factory or loading dock area or other
locations not intended to service the general public

20 - MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE - APOLLO GATE OPENER
Table 2
COMPLETE

BASIC

●

●

●

Alarm

Active the primary (inherent)reverse system by blocking the gate with a solid object. The
gate should reverse momentarily then stop. Restart the gate and block again with a solid
object. The gate should reverse momentarily, then stop, and go into hard shutdown with
an alarm

Backup System

If operator is equipped with option DC backup system, check to be sure the system
opens the gate upon loss of AC power

●

Battery

If operator is equipped with option DC backup system, check the batteries for any
leakage or loose connections. Batteries should be replaced every two years

●

Drive Chain

Check for alignment, tightness and wear

●

Fire Dept

Check emergency vehicle access device for proper operation

●

Gate

Inspect for damage. Check gate rollers for wear and grease if necessary

●

Chain lube

Main Sprocket and chain

●

Reverse System

Check that the gate reverses on contact with an object in both the opening and closing
cycles

●

●

Loop(s)

Check vehicular reverse and shadow loops for proper operation

●

●

Release

Check manual release for proper operation

●

Complete

Overall Check: Complete check of gate and gate operating system

●

Mounting Hardware

Check screws and nuts

●

Rain Drain

Remove top lid and sweep out any debris or dust that may have accumulated. Every 6
months.

●
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●

21 - INSTALLATION DIAGRAM
CORRECT LAYOUT

4”

Minimum
between gate
and sprocket

Figure 29

INCORRECT INSTALLATION

Chain is not
level

Chain is
misaligned

Figure 30
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22 - APOLLO GATE OPENER TROUBLESHOOTING
Table 3
SYMPTOM(S)

POSSIBLE SOLUTION

Operator will not Power On.
Power LED is OFF

Check that power to the operator is turned ON
Check terminal block wiring for loose or broken wires
Check for 115 VAC at source. If voltage measures OK, check the terminal block
Check the fuse

Gate opens a short distance, then
stops and reverses

Check the UL/Edge input on the gate controller

Gate opens but will not close

Check the input LEDs. Any ON will hold the gate open and indicates a problem with a keying device

Adjust Force Settings

Check the secondary safety devices. Any activated safety device will hold the gate open and indicates a
problem with the safety device
Check the loop detectors. Any activated safety device can hold the gate open and indicates a problem with
the loop detector or ground loop
Battery backup system will not open
gate upon AC power outage

Check if backup system is set to open gate automatically or requires an input to open

Hard Shutdown (2 back to back
obstructions) LED blinking, Buzzer
sounds for 5 minutes

Clear any obstructions from the path of the gate. Press RESET to clear (or hard reset button)

Gate opens by itself

Check accessory inputs and clear then as necessary

Check the batteries for proper voltage. Replace if necessary

23 - PROGRAMMING QUICKSTART

15. The gate opener is now programmed for basic usage.

23.1 - Learning the gate

23.2 - Gate direction reversal

1. Install electrical power to the gate opener unit.

WARNING: GATE DIRECTION REVERSAL CAN ONLY BE ACCOMPLISHED IN LEARNING MODE

2. Install all gate accessories such as Photo-Eye’s, Sensors, Loops and
other safety devices.
3. Turn on the electrical power to the unit.
4. Using the MANUAL RELEASE HANDLE, disengage the drive motor.

If for some reason, the installer were to install the opener on the opposite
side of the gate from which the unit is programmed, and when you press the
“OPEN” button, the gate actually CLOSES, the installer will need to REVERSE
the direction of travel to match the buttons on the control board.

5. Move the gate manually (with your hands) to ensure that the gate travels
to the fully open and fully closed positions with no binding or problems.
Gate should move freely.

Press “OPEN” and note if the gate actually opens. If it does not, and instead is
traveling in a CLOSING direction follow the below steps to correct:

6. Using the MANUAL RELEASE HANDLE, re-engage the drive system and
stow the handle.

2. Scroll through the options to reach “ADVANCED SETTINGS”

1. Press FUNCTION

7. Using the open button on the front of the Control board, hold the button
down until the gate reaches the fully open position.

3. Press ENTER

8. Adjust the Open Limit Switch until the GREEN light illuminates on the
EQNMSNESGDBNMSQNKAN@QC 3GD%4++8./$-KHLHSRVHSBGHRMNVRDS

5. Press ENTER

9. Using the CLOSE button on the front of the Control Board, hold the button down until the gate reaches the fully closed position.

7. Choose the appropriate direction of travel

10. Adjust the CLOSED Limit Switch until the RED light illuminates on the
front of the control board. The fully CLOSED limit switch is now set.

9. Press OPEN to verify that the gate now OPENS

11. The control board is already in the “LEARNING MODE” when shipped. (If
not in LEARNING MODE see section 26.3) Press “OK” to allow the control board to scan for attached items, such as sensors, photo-eye’s and
other safety devices.
12. The gate will open partially, then stop. This is being done, so that the
control board can sense the type and operational condition of the drive
motor. The gate will then run to the closing limit, so that it can properly
sense where it is located.

4. Scroll through selection to reach “DIRECTION OF MOTOR”
6. The direction arrows on the display begin to blink
8./QDRR#(2/+ 8SNQDSTQMSNSGD, (-,$-4
If not in learning mode, follow the below listed steps.

23.3 - Putting the controller into learning mode
Steps on how to place the Apollo 1050 control board into learning mode.
1. Press Function
2. Press OK
3. Select Slide

13. The control board will then OPEN the gate slowly to establish travel and
limits.

4. Select weight of gate

14. Once the gate reaches the fully OPENED limit switch, the control board
will now increase gate travel speed to the highest speed allotted, and will
now travel to the fully CLOSED position at full speed.

Unit should now be in LEARNING MODE
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5. Press Enter

24 - INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

Left box is for installer check off and the right box is for customer check off.

TT1. The gate has been checked to make sure it is level and moves freely
in both directions.

TT2. Potential pinch areas have been guarded so as to be inaccessible
OR have contact and/or non-contact obstruction sensing devices
installed.

TT3. The installer has installed one or more contact or non-contact
obstruction sensing devices, in compliance with UL325 requirements for this installation.

TT4. (EODCDRSQH@MSQ@EjBHRDWODBSDC @RDO@Q@SDODCDRSQH@MF@SDG@RADDM
installed, a minimum of seven feet from the gate. The customer has
ADDMHMENQLDCSG@S@KKODCDRSQH@MSQ@EjBLTRSTRDSGDODCDRSQH@M
gate.

TT5. Warning signs have been installed on each side of the gate in highly
visible locations. The customer has been informed that these signs
must remain at all times.

TT6. There are no controls installed on the gate operator, or within 8 feet
of the gate.

TT7. The installer has properly adjusted the obstruction sensing feature and has tested the gate to make sure that the gate stops and
reverses a short distance with minimal resistance applied (Approximately 75 lbs. on a slide gate.

TT8. The installer has instructed the customer in the proper use of the
gate operator and reviewed all of the operational functions, obstruction sensing devices, warning beeper and reset, etc.

TT9. The installer has instructed the customer in the proper use of the
operator’s manual disconnect feature. The manual disconnect must
never be used while the gate is in motion. The power switch must be
turned off before using the manual disconnect and disengaging the
operator.

Installation Acceptance

Address where opener is located

TT10. The installer has reviewed all safety instructions with the customer,
and has left the safety instructions and owner’s information sheets
for their reference.
Installer name, number and address
TT11. The installer has answered any questions the customer has regarding the operation of the gate operator and gate operator safety precautions.

TT12. The installer has explained to the customer that a regular maintenance schedule for both the gate and the gate operator is recommended.

End user name and telephone number
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Contact us

Nice Group USA Inc.
12625 Wetmore Road Suite 218
San Antonio, TX 78247
Ph. +1.210.545.2900
Fax +1.210.545.2915
info@us.niceforyou.com
www.apollogate.com
www.niceforyou.com

